Located in the upper part of Kona’s desirable Pualani Estates, toward the end of the cul-de-sac. Well-maintained single level 3 bedroom and 2 bath home with a small ocean view from the front yard. Lovely porch at the entry welcomes you home. The high vaulted ceiling in the living room provides a feeling of spaciousness. The inside of the house is bright, as abundant natural light comes through from the window. This home has good ventilation from natural breezes. The central AC becomes useful for some hot summer days or nights. All 3 bedrooms face the ocean. Master bedroom is en suite with good size bathtub/shower and dual sinks. There is also a walk-in closet. The guest bathroom also comes with a bathtub and shower. Front yard is completely fenced with a vinyl fence. There is a raised garden bed in the side yard for you to grow vegetables, herbs, or flowers as you wish. Relatively low maintenance yard, yet there is plenty of room for you to plant more fruit trees or flower plants. Pualani Estates is conveniently located between Keauhou and Kona, close to beaches and shopping. There is a large Hawaii County park known as Pualani Park at the entrance to the subdivision, which is...